New design, new function:
Update-Terminal with door opening function

The validity of locking media is a central security consideration for access control. Even in V-NET, the rule is: no access without valid authorisation. To verify this quickly and simply, the Update-Terminal checks and updates the validity of locking media.
Add updates and open doors quickly and securely in one step

The Update-Terminal combines the functions of validation and update terminals. It allows both the programming of locking media (i.e. adding, deleting, validating or blocking authorisations) and control of the door opening system. The network connection is created using a LAN adapter (included). This ensures that blocking lists and user authorisations are up to date at all times.

Two versions of the Update-Terminal are available. Both versions offer the same functions but meet different security requirements:

1. WT-B-I
   - For indoor and outdoor use
   - Reader and controller in just one housing

2. WT-B-II
   - For use in security sectors (indoor and outdoor)
   - Two housings, i.e. reader and controller are in two separate housings. The reader, which cannot initiate any opening by itself, is fitted on the outside, while the controller is situated in the tamper-resistant interior.

The surface-mounted housing is suitable for use outdoors and is weatherproof (IP 55).